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IMPACTING LIVES FOR GOD'S GLORY 

THROUGH DISCIPLESHIP AND ADVENTURE

How many years have you been at camp?

If you didn't have to sleep, 

what would you do with your extra time?

What is something you think everyone 

should do at least once in their lives?

What is your favorite camp memory?

What are you most excited about for 

summer 2018?

What is your favorite snack from store?

What is your favorite song we sing 

in the dining hall?

Pick one- Blob? Zip line? Slide? Leap of 

Faith? Giant Swing?
This will be my 13th summer!! woohoo!!

Since I don't drink soda, I either get water and a 

Hershey's cookies and creme bar; OR two 

snacks: Hershey's cookies and creme bar and 

Reese's cups!!

I jam HARD to ALL dining hall songs, but if i had 

to pick a favorite, a 'Man Without A Woman'!!!

I think I would start up my own Etsy shop for 

calligraphy and custom order paintings!!!

see the Greatest Showman. BEST. MOVIE. 

EVER. catch me singing to it ALL. SUMMER. 

LONG. sorry not sorry!!! This summer will be the 

GREATEST SHOW!!!!

As a camper I LOVED the slide!! Almost 

always NO LINE!!!!

I AM SO PUMPED FOR CAMP!! I am so 

excited to see all my campers and see how 

they grew spiritually over the school year!! 

Also, SO excited to meet so many new staffers 

who have the same passion for the Lord as I 

do!! I mean, WHAT A COMMUNITY!! SO 

pumped for what the Lord is going to do in 

those mountains this summer and I am just 

super blessed that I get to be a part of it!! 
You would think after 12 years at camp I would 

have a favorite memory to share, but the truth 

is, EVERYTHING IS A FAV MEMORY!!! From 

opening days, to standing on chairs in the 

dining hall, to campfire nights, everything we 

do at camp is such a blast and cannot wait to 

make more memories this summer!!


